[Dosimetric evaluation of eye lense shieldings in computed tomography examination--measurements and Monte Carlo simulations].
The present study aims at the investigation of eye lens shielding of different composition for the use in computed tomography examinations. Measurements with thermo-luminescent dosimeters and a simple cylindrical waterfilled phantom were performed as well as Monte Carlo simulations with an equivalent geometry. Besides conventional shielding made of Bismuth coated latex, a new shielding with a mixture of metallic components was analyzed. This new material leads to an increased dose reduction compared to the Bismuth shielding. Measured and Monte Carlo simulated dose reductions are in good agreement and amount to 34% for the Bismuth shielding and 46% for the new material. For simulations the EGSnrc code system was used and a new application CTDOSPP was developed for the simulation of the computed tomography examination. The investigations show that a satisfying agreement between simulation and measurement with the chosen geometries of this study could only be achieved, when transport of secondary electrons was accounted for in the simulation. The amount of scattered radiation due to the protector by fluorescent photons was analyzed and is larger for the new material due to the smaller atomic number of the metallic components.